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			CBD Bath

	
	                Enjoy daily discounts on all your favorite CBD Bath Bombs on CBD.co!
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CBD Bath Bomb Recharge Eucalyptus – CBDfx
            $7.99 — or subscribe and save  15%
        Rated 0 out of 5
 0 Reviews

        
        Select options        
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CBD Bath Bomb with Soothing Lavender – CBDfx
            $7.99 — or subscribe and save  15%
        Rated 0 out of 5
 0 Reviews

        
        join waitlist        
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CBD Bath Bomb with Calming Lemongrass & Chamomile – CBDfx
            $7.99 – $34.99 — or subscribe and save  15%
        Rated 0 out of 5
 0 Reviews

        
        Select options        
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CBD Bath Bomb – Citrus Scent – JustCBD
            $7.99
        Rated 0 out of 5
 0 Reviews

        
        join waitlist        
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CBD Bath Bomb – Eucalyptus Scent – JustCBD
            $7.99
        Rated 0 out of 5
 0 Reviews

        
        join waitlist        
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CBD Bath Bomb with Hydrating Mango & Shea Butter – CBDfx
            $7.99 – $34.99 — or subscribe and save  15%
        Rated 0 out of 5
 0 Reviews

        
        join waitlist        
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CBD Bath Bomb – Rose Scent – JustCBD
            $7.99
        Rated 0 out of 5
 0 Reviews

        
        Select options        
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CBD Bath Bomb – Sweet Cherry Scent – JustCBD
            $7.99
        Rated 5 out of 5
 1 Review

        
        Select options        
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Restorative CBD Bath Bomb – Citrus – Proleve
            $11.99
        Rated 0 out of 5
 0 Reviews

        
        Select options        
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Soothing CBD Bath Bomb – Eucalyptus – Proleve
            $11.99
        Rated 0 out of 5
 0 Reviews

        
        Select options        
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Calming CBD Bath Bomb – Jasmine – Proleve
            $18.99
        Rated 0 out of 5
 0 Reviews

        
        Select options        

                

        


        Shop CBD Bath Products Online

There is no better feeling than relaxing in a warm bath, and now this age-old indulgence has been taken to the next level. People can’t seem to get enough of the incredible variety of CBD bath products that we offer here at CBD.co. These insanely soothing products are made with a combination of powerful botanical ingredients that provide the body with a myriad of beneficial compounds straight from the glory of nature. Whether you are looking to relax after a long day at work, or treat your muscles and skin to something truly special, then you are going to love CBD infused bath products.

CBD Bath Bombs

Bath Bombs are an essential part of any spa-style bath experience and provide the user with a level of indulgence that is hard to beat. These powerful CBD infused bath bombs will leave your skin feeling supple, hydrated, and fully refreshed. People love how easy these products are to use and find them to be an incredibly relaxing way to enjoy a hearty helping of high-grade cannabidiol. When you want to soak in style, there is no better way to do so then with the incredible power of CBD infused bath bombs. Each CBD bath bomb recipe is carefully crafted to efficiently bring you the benefits of CBD, and provide your body with a slew of hand selected botanicals.

CBD Bath Salts

CBD Salts are right up there with CBD bath bombs in regards to their popularity and their ability to provide you with one of the most relaxing experiences you could possibly imagine. CBD salts are incredibly easy to use and provide all of the terpenes, amino acids, and cannabidiol that our people throughout the country have grown to adore. There is no need to burden yourself with the maintenance required for other methods of use. Simply run yourself a perfectly warm bath, pour in a bag of soothing CBD bath salt, and prepare to indulge in the good life.

Best CBD Bath Bombs

At CBD.co, we are wholly committed to bringing our customers the absolute best that the CBD world has to offer. We only allow the purest, most accurately measured, and highly effective CBD products on our shelves. What makes the best CBD infused bath bombs? High-quality natural ingredients, and top-tier hemp extract that has been extracted using clean efficient methods. Our commitment to quality and the wellbeing of our customers is our number one priority, so if you see a bath bomb that interests you, and it’s available on CBD.co, you can rest assured that it is of the utmost quality, purity, and effectiveness.

CBD Bath Salt Review

It is always exciting to hear about a CBD brand or product that you aren’t yet familiar with, but instead of diving right in, we recommend you check out some customer reviews. Unfortunately, CBD manufacturers are limited by strictly enforced federal regulations that prevent them from making any direct claims about the direct benefits or effects of their products. Luckily, the average person leaving a review about their own personal experience with a product is not at all legally limited. This means that when you are trying to find the best CBD bath salts to use for a particular ailment or in hopes of a specific effect, customer reviews are a great place to get specific insight from experienced users.

How Long Should You Soak In A CBD Bath?

Everyone has different wants and needs when it comes to CBD. Some people prefer a smaller amount, and some people prefer a highly potent helping. When it comes to soaking in a bath loaded with beneficial cannabidiol, it depends on your own personal preference. What do CBD bath bombs do? They provide the body with a plethora of beneficial compounds that have been extracted from the hemp plant and combined with powerful, carefully selected botanicals. CBD bath bombs provide users a bath that is so soothing, and so incredibly relaxing that one must experience it for themselves to truly understand.

What Does A CBD Bath Bomb Do?

Bath bombs are one of the most widely appreciated ways to enhance an already luxurious bath time. CBD infused bath bombs take this experience to the next level by providing you and your body with a blend of powerfully soothing botanicals and high-grade cannabidiol. If you are already a fan of CBD and love soaking in a warm bath, then these CBD bath bombs need to be on your radar.

Where To Buy CBD Bath Products

At CBD.co we only offer our customers the absolute best CBD products on the market. If you are already typing “CBD bath bombs near me” into your search engine, or are scratching your head wondering where to find the best deals on CBD bath salt, then you should stop worrying, because you are already at the closest, most affordable place to but top-shelf CBD bath products. When you want to experience a bathing experience like no other, reach from any number of incredible bath products that we have on offer right here at CBD.co.
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                                    Hemp Industries Association

                                    The Hemp Industries Association has existed since 1994 as a non-profit trade
                                        association
                                        that
                                        advocates for the “fair and equal treatment of industrial hemp and its
                                        opportunities
                                        in
                                        agriculture and the marketplace.” CBD.co is proud to count ourselves among the
                                        more
                                        than
                                        1,500 supporting members of the Hemp Industries Association, given the
                                        association's
                                        exacting standards of sustainability, commitment to continuing education, and
                                        high
                                        bar
                                        for
                                        ethical hemp farming practices.

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

            
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        

                                    

                                

                                

                                
                                    National Hemp Association

                                    The National Hemp Association is a non-profit corporation that exists to directly
                                        support
                                        the continued growth of the hemp industry at large, with a particular eye
                                        towards
                                        bio-sustainability. As a major player that works closely with farmers,
                                        government
                                        officials, and industry leaders, the National Hemp Association is uniquely
                                        positioned to
                                        have a significant positive impact on hemp infrastructure, policy, and the
                                        economy
                                        at
                                        large. As a member of the National Hemp Association, CBD.co is committed to
                                        furthering
                                        these goals and providing the NHA with our resources and insight to support
                                        their
                                        mission.

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

            
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        

                                    

                                

                                

                                
                                    U.S. Hemp Roundtable

                                    The U.S. Hemp Roundtable's primary mission has always been the passage of federal
                                        law
                                        that deregulates, and eventually fully legalizes, the hemp plant.

                                        CBD.co is a proud member of this energized coalition of leading hemp companies
                                        that
                                        works to de-stigmatize hemp by providing information to federal and state
                                        agencies,
                                        law
                                        enforcement personnel, and the public at large. CBD.co looks forward to
                                        continued
                                        cooperation with the Roundtable's important efforts to leverage hemp's
                                        possibilities
                                        to
                                        the benefit of all Americans.

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

            
                

            

        

        
            
                
                    * Products on this website are derived from industrial hemp and contain less than 0.3% ∆9-tetrahydroncannabinol (THC) in accordance with the regulations set forth in the 2018 Farm Bill. 

**Disclaimer: These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. This product is not for use by or sale to persons under the age of 21. This product should be used only as directed on the label. It should not be used if you are pregnant or nursing. This website is not offering medical advice. Consult with a physician before use if you have a serious medical condition or use prescription medications. A Doctor’s advice should be sought before using this and any supplemental dietary product. By using this site, you agree to follow the Privacy Policy and all Terms & Conditions printed on this site. CBD rich hemp oil extracted from the stalks of mature industrial hemp is federally legal. CBD.co assumes no responsibility for any legal charges as a result of changing local/state laws. It is buyer’s responsibility to determine if any transaction from CBD.co and its affiliates is in violation with local rules and regulations.

*** The products on this website that are marketed as ND-THC (non-detectable) may contain trace amounts of THC that nearly undetectable by scientific laboratory testing standards. CBD.co assumes no responsibility for and expressly disclaims all legal issues resulting from your purchase or use of these products. You agree that you will be solely responsible for your decision to purchase these products and determining compliance with the local rules or regulations in your applicable jurisdiction. Information presented on this website is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. All references to ‘Organic’ within this website are provided by the product manufacturer. Please contact the manufacturer directly for more information regarding products labeled as ‘Organic.’ All information presented here is not meant as a substitute for or alternative to information from healthcare practitioners. Consult with your healthcare professional about potential interactions or other possible complications before using any product. It is especially important for those who are pregnant, nursing, chronically ill, elderly or under the age of 21 to discuss the use of these products with a healthcare professional prior to using these products. You must be at least 21 years of age, or the applicable age in your jurisdiction, to visit this website and/or purchase products from this website. The information on our website is intended to provide general information regarding our products and is not to be construed as medical advice or instruction. CBD.co is not responsible for information contained in customer testimonials or product reviews. These statements are the opinion of the customer, not of CBD.co or any of its affiliates. Products, information and content on this website are provided subject to the Terms & Conditions and Privacy Policy.

WARNING: Smoking or consuming these products can expose you to chemicals, including hemp smoke, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer, and methanol, which is known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm, and beta-myrcene, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer, and Δ9-Tetrahydrocannabinol, which is known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
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